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introduction
Throughout this semester I have developed an understanding of Game Experience Design and 
the depth in which it reaches. Within this dossier, you will find the process of developing a game, 
along with research and justification for my ideas and changes. There are many elements which I 
explore, that have impacted the overall game experience. 

The game I created is called ”Stoked - Bodyboarding’s Endless World Tour”. Bodyboarding is 
a niche sport and as a keen bodyboarder myself, I believe a card game would be lots of fun for 
those familiar with the sport. There have been many monumental moments within the sport, 
which I have collected from bodyboarders themselves on the Vintage bodyboard collectors face-
book group. ‘Stoked’ aims to incorporate these moments as they are pivital moments within the 
sport.

Genre & Audience
Stoked can be classified as a niche genre and particularly the collectable card game and sport 
division. Bodyboarding is a niche sport, therefore the development of Stoked has been audience 
driven by bodyboarders and relies heavily on their input, feedback and knowledge. Further, it is 
noted (in week 2 lecture) that digital and social media is important to the success of niches.  If 
you are unfamiliar with bodyboarding, I have previously created an ethnographic study on how 
bodyboarding culture lives online.

As stated by Christopher Moore in the Week 2 Lecture, “Niche games are specialist games that 
feature radically different emphasis on style, strategy and theme than games in the mass market 
category”. Strategies within Stoked have an emphasis on knowledge of the sport and its history, 
particularly its monumental moments. Further, Stoked’s style, theme and graphics are all chosen 
carefully to relate to bodyboarding culture. 
Stoked is also classified as a collectable card game, as the covers of the cards are Riptide mag-
azine covers. There are extension packs which contain rare magazine covers. These magazines 
are discontinued and therefore have generated value within the bodyboarding culture, especially 
the older ones.

https://sophiejayneleathers.wordpress.com/2019/11/10/how-bodyboard-culture-lives-online/
https://sophiejayneleathers.wordpress.com/2019/11/10/how-bodyboard-culture-lives-online/
https://moodle.uowplatform.edu.au/pluginfile.php/2179891/mod_resource/content/1/Bcm300%2013%2003%202020_0.m4a
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Theme & Setting
Stoked is a bodyboarding themed card game. It responds to the world of bodyboarding in the 
way that the point system is used, by relating to specifics of  the sport including manoeuvres, 
professionals and specific waves. 
Each round of the game presents a new scenario, where the player must use their knowledge of 
the sports scoring system, as well as monumental moments in its history, to strategically choose 
cards to use for each round. ‘Stoked’ is set within the culture of bodyboarding and visits the past, 
present and potentially the future, as new extensions packs are created. 
The settings in which the game is played can vary as follows:

You and your mates have searched the whole coastline in hope of finding waves. However, the 
onshore wind and lack of swell has demolished your chances of finding anything surfable. You’re 
all feeling a little disappointed and bored, so what do you do? You get out “Stoked” and live 
through your cards, mind surfing each round that you play.
If you’ve been to a bodyboarding movie premiere - you know they can get fairly rowdy. You’ve 
seen the film and are so amped to get out there and surf...But, you can’t. It’s now night time and 
you have to wait until morning. Or do you? You get out ‘Stoked’ and play with your friends. Maybe 
you even play it “poker style” and chuck in some bets!
You’re on a surf trip with your mates. You’ve spent all day surfing, only returning to shore for 
water and food. You’re around the campfire. It’s 7pm and already dark, but you’re so amped on 
your day that you can’t get to sleep. You get out ‘Stoked’ and play with your mates, adding to 
your competitiveness with one another. If you lose the game, you’ll want to surf better than them 
tomorrow!
Bodyboard comp! You’re sitting on the beach and you’re next heat isn’t for a few hours. You and 
you’re fellow competitors are bored so you get out ‘Stoked’ and have a competition of your own - 
only to help fuel the fire between you and your rivals!

Throughout all of these possible settings, ‘Stoked’ can “make a contribution to our understanding 
of the narrative or the world of the story” and therefore incorporates transmedia storytelling. 
as an element of transmedia storytelling.

Story & Narrative
Since the creation of the bodyboard in 1971 by Tom Morey, there have been some incredible 
moments within the sport. Many require incredible talent, some are just insanely dangerous. 
‘Stoked’ strives to keep these moments alive for future generations, along with the potential to 
add many more.

‘Stoked’ can be viewed in numerous ways:

- A continuous documentation of the sports greatest moments
- A way to inspire younger generations to encourage their friends into the sport, as well as 
building their knowledge and expanding their horizons to the numerous incredible locations 
that bodyboarding can take you to.  As noted in my pitch , as well as my project within BCM325, 
Future Cultures,  A current belief is that there has been a decline in numbers, due to the lack of 
a solid foundation for the next generation. 
- Older generations may wish to play the game in a similar way to poker
- ‘Stoked’ can be viewed as a home of bodyboarding as it entails the manoeuvres, 
professionals, best waves, Riptide covers, and QR codes linking to bodyboarding clips. Each 
of these topics can be explored within real life and may create inspiration and excitement for 
bodyboarders. 
- Each round is essentially a “heat” within a bodyboarding competition

Monumental moment 
examples:

 https://scholar.valpo.edu/journaloftolkienresearch/vol3/iss3/4/
 https://scholar.valpo.edu/journaloftolkienresearch/vol3/iss3/4/
https://www.surfertoday.com/bodyboarding/tom-morey-started-the-history-of-bodyboarding-in-1971
https://sophiejayneleathers.wordpress.com/2020/04/17/line-up-to-hear-my-bodyboard-themed-board-game-idea/
https://sophiejayneleathers.wordpress.com/2020/03/20/the-future-of-bodyboarding/
https://sophiejayneleathers.wordpress.com/2020/03/20/the-future-of-bodyboarding/
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COMPARABLE PRODUCTS & age range
Stoked is a bodyboarding themed, collectable card game. In realtion to these comparable games, 
it is evident that the age range can reach down to 7 years. In my own expereince as a Teachers 
Aide with 7 year olds, I am confident that the simple addition within ‘Stoked’ can be done by this 
age group and may also be used as a mathematics exersice.  However, ‘Stoked’ does involve a bit 
of strategy and in comparison with “Sleeping Queens”, I believe it would be appropriate to match 
the age rating of 8+. Further, there are no small pieces withing the game, meaning the hazard of 
choking is not present.

Collectable 
Stoked is a collecatble card game, as the expansion packs will offer numerous RipTide Magazine 
covers on teh back of the cards. These expansion packs will include new monumental moments 
within the sport, new professional bodyboarders and new moves. They may also be specific, e.g. 
an expansion pack for Wollongong Bodyboarders Club, may include characters within the club, 
local breaks etc. 

Poker style extension:
Players can play this game as a poker style, where the decks are shuffled and players receive 
5 random cards each. The game play then follows the Texas Holdem rules, as more cards are 
turned over by the dealer. 
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Rules & How to play

Point system:

Character Cards:

Wave Cards:

QR Code Cards:

Monumental 
Moments:

Manoeuvre Cards:

*A detailed version 
of specific moves will 
be included within the 
instructions of the final 
game prototype

World champ -
Pro -
Local Legends -
Kook -

World Class - 
All Time - 
Onshore & Shark 
infested - 
Flat - 

Cards with QR codes are mixed within the 
decks. They are coded to the decks through the 
use of symbols (bodyboard  = character cards, 
flipper  = monouvre cards, wave = wave cards). 
Players must scan the QR code only once all 
players cards are revealed. 

These are listed on a seperate card. If players 
can create this combination, they are sent 
straight to the semi finals.

Hard - 
Medium - 
Easy - 
Wipeout - 

10 points
5 points
4 points
1 point

10 points
5 points

4 points
1 point

10 points
5 points
4 points
1 point

MIKE
 STEWART

1010

11

WIPEOUT

PIPELINE

1010

How to play:
Each player is given 6 character cards, 6 manoeuvre cards and 6 wave cards. They use these 
cards along with the “heat condition” card, to make up their wave. There are 3 waves per heat. 
The best of 3 wins the heat and moves to the next round! There are 3 rounds: Round 1, Round 2,  
finals. (More can be added with more players, similar to competition format) 

1. Keep the 3 decks separate, make sure they are shuffled. There are manoeuvre cards, 
wave cards and character cards.
Randomly draft each player with 6 cards from each deck. 

2. For the 1st wave, turn over one card from the reamining cards in the character deck 
and reveal it. This is known as the “heat condition card” and must be used as part of the 
player's hand. 

3. Players must choose 1 manoeuvre card and 1 wave card from their cards, to make a 
combination with the character card. Place this card face down on the table.

4. Once all players have done this,, the cards are turned over to reveal the players 
combinations. Tally up the points of each player - the points are written on the bottom of 
the card. If players get the same points, this is a tie.

How is the winner of each heat decided?

- If a player creates a “monumental moment” they are the winner of the round, regardless 
of which heat you are up to - These moments are listed on a seperate card with the 
instructions
- The player with the most amount of points added from all the cards
- If a player has a QR code, after all cards are revealed, they must scan the QR code. If this 
leads to a wipeout video, they lose the round. If it leads to an amazing wave, they win the 
round. If it leads to a monumental moment, they are the winner of that round.

5. Repeat steps 2 - 4, with the manoeuvre card, and again with the wave card to complete 
waves 2 and 3. 

6. The game follows the heat format of Round 1, Round 2 and Finals. With more players, 
the loser is eliminated from the game until they reach the finals where the winner is 
decided.

Game loop:
Choose card > Play card > Tally points

Poker style extension:
Players can play this game as a poker style, where the decks are shuffled and players receive 
5 random cards each. The game play then follows the Texas Holdem rules, as more cards are 
turned over by the dealer. 
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Turns:
In each player’s turn, they complete 1 action. 

Actions
Respond directly to each turn as above.
1. Choose cards and place them face down. 
2. Reveal their cards. 
3. Scan QR code (if applicable)

Asymmetry
Indirect - Players draw the same number of 
cards from the collective decks

Drafting:
Players are given random cards, however they 
draft in each round, by choosing which cards to 
play. 
Drafting “forces players to choose to pick 
selections from a limited set of common 
resources” – Chris Moore 

This mechanic will require players to make a 
decision from only their own resources. They 
will know that the other player will not have the 
same characters, but each round the player 
will have to determine if they are making the 
best selection from what is on offer for them, 
without knowing what the other player has.

Cards: 
The 3 decks of cards “construct ways for 
events and actions to occur in a game”.
Cards are randomly drafted, which adds an 
element of chance. However, cards also change 
the events of the game and can be used 
strategically. 
Add content: The cards add content to the 
game, as they are all relative to bodyboarding 

Cards in hands can “interrupt other players”, as 
you may have chosen your strategy, however 
you have to pay attention to each player’s turn. 
Remember, it’s best out of 3. Not the winner 
of every single wave. Players may choose to 
keep their higher cards in hope of creating a 
“monumental moment” combination.

Movement: 
The winner of each heat moves their token up 
the leaderboard, to keep track of the winner and 
make their way to the final! 

Wildcards:
The QR codes add a mechanic to the game, 
which relies on chance.

Other Mechanics:
As stated by Ulrich and Helms  “ acquired skills and knowledge are used by players to create 
strategies that can resolve real-world situations”. Within ‘Stoked’ players may create strategies 
to win heats, similar to real-world competitions. For example, if the “heat condition” card is a 
wipeout, the player may choose to play their lower scored cards, so that they can make higher 
point combinations for the next “wave” score in that heat. Similar to real life, where bodyboarders 
may choose to surf safely and perform manoeuvres that they are confident they will land, as an 
incomplete move usually scores around 1 point. 

Ulrich and Helms (2017), developed a framework which related to pedagogic, sociotechnical, de-
sign and knowledge considerations, through the use of 4 different mechanics.

Learning mechanics:
Players will develop an understanding of point systems in real life bodyboard competitions, as 
well as the range of manoeuvres. They will also learn about the sports monumental moments in 
history.

Social mechanics:
Players are encouraged to discuss throughout the game. They may talk about their own experi-
ences, as well as discussion around monumental moments. Further, in a tie, players may decide 
on a winner between themselves. For example, both players may play cards with the same points, 
yet the character cards may be different. E.g. both players played a world champion, discussion 
could arise by discussing which champion would perform that manoeuvre, at the wave location 
best. 

Immersive mechanics:
Graphics of waves, professionals and manoeuvres are displayed on the cards. The back of the 
cards also feature Riptide magazine covers, which are ultimately collectable, as new decks are 
released. 

Game mechanics:
“Provide ways for players to interact with each other and game components” - Chris Moore 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bB_UAFwd4OQ&feature=emb_logo
https://moodle.uowplatform.edu.au/pluginfile.php/2283263/mod_resource/content/1/Creating%20Evaluation%20Profiles%20for%20Games%20Designed%20to%20Be%20Fun-%20An%20Interpretive%20Framework%20for%20Serious%20Game%20Mechanics.pdf
https://moodle.uowplatform.edu.au/pluginfile.php/2283263/mod_resource/content/1/Creating%20Evaluation%20Profiles%20for%20Games%20Designed%20to%20Be%20Fun-%20An%20Interpretive%20Framework%20for%20Serious%20Game%20Mechanics.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bB_UAFwd4OQ&feature=emb_logo
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Player experience
Players read “How to Play”, or watch the video instructions. Which 
include bodyboard lingo and graphics, creating a sense of “all things 
bodyboarding!”
Players are dealt cards from each of the 3 decks and place the 
remainder on the game board (which is also bodyboard shaped) 
The act ends when players understand the instructions and have their 
cards in hand!

Where the turns and actions take place as players  manage their hand to 
create wave combinations. 
Players develop a strategy: do they want to go hard and maximise their 
point for each wave score, in hope to win the heat? Or do they want 
to keep their high scoring cards in hope that the next “heat condition” 
card has high points? If players have QR code cards, when will they use 
them? Do they use them early, or keep them until the end?
Players will draw upon their knowledge and competition strategies, to 
choose the best combinations throughout the rounds. 
Each “heat” consists of 3 different wave combinations. The middle act 
occurs through each round, up until the final round. It is also considered 
as “the flow of playing” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sacKs-
Kh9iw

This occurs in the grand final, which is the last round. Players will only 
have 6 cards left - 2 to be combined with the “heat condition” card. This 
means their combination options are limited.
Strategies are more important than ever, as there are no future heats 
to rely on. In the real world, if you come 1st or 2nd in a Round 1 heat 1,  
you both enter into the next round, where you again need to place 1st or 
2nd. This is repeated depending on the amount of bodyboarders in the 
competition, up until the final where 2 bodyboarders battle it out for the 
title. 
This is the resolution stage, where a winner is declared, by winning 2 out 
of the 3 rounds.

Beginning:

Middle:

End:

PROTOTYPE
Since my beta, I have kept a journal blog of ideas which you can find here. 

For my beta, I initially created this post to collect some feedback and ideas for the card game.

 

I then mind mapped any ideas that came to me and roughly worked out a point system. I trailed 
with adding more cards such as wave size and wave conditions, however I think these could 
either be added later as an extension pack. 

https://sophiejayneleathers.wordpress.com/2020/05/14/card-game-idea-journal/
https://sophiejayneleathers.wordpress.com/2020/05/13/forget-the-line-up-theres-been-a-new-wave-of-ideas/
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When reading “Creating evaluation profiles for games designed to be fun” by  Ulrich and Helms 
(2017), I recognised that I could incorporate QR codes into the game to create an immersive 
mechanic. Ofcourse, the game can be played without these, but as a bodyboarder myself, a 
bodyboard movie always gets you amped up! Players can leave the movie running until the 
stumble upon the next QR code if they wish! I also think in the final prototype, the cards should be 
in the shape of a bodyboard.

What if the card became collectible?
The designer of Riptide Magazine contacted me and was interested in the game. We briefly 
discussed how the point system could work and how the game could also be played like 
poker. However, as I have found within my Future Cultures studies, bodyboarding needs a solid 
foundation for the future. Therefore, I wanted to make the game age appropriate, with the option 
to adapt it to a poker styled game. 
Dave suggested that the back of the cards could be Riptide magazine covers, where they would 
then become collectible as each deck would include rare cards, as well as extension packs with 
rare cards. 
As seen on page 2, the “Vintage bodyboard collectors” facebook page often shares the 
excitement when finding an old Riptide magazine. (I myself pinched an old Riptide magazine 
which I found in the textiles room at my high school!)

QR cards:
Through playtesting and iteration, I recognised that the QR codes needed to be categorised into 
the 3 decks, so that players don’t end up with odd cards at the end (e.g. 2 character cards, 1 wave 
card and no manoeuvre cards)
Initially I thought to colour code the cards, however recognised that I needed to consider those 
with red/green colour blindness. Therefore, I have added a small symbol to all the cards to 
differentiate them. 

Fonts /readability:
As a graphic design student, I took the graphics into consideration at every step of this process. I 
am aware that the graphic elements can impact on the experience, therefore, I chose fonts which 
I felt had a “surf culture” theme. 

PROTOTYPE PLAYTESTING
I have kept a journal throughout the process of creating ‘Stoked’, including playtesting notes. 
Below are some extrats from the journal. 

“I mocked up some pretty average looking cards (without QR codes). 
Character, wave and manoevre cards. I arranged it so that each player 
would receive one of each and there would also be one of each turned 
over by the dealer. You could then swap out some of your cards for the 
ones on the table, similar to poker. This worked well, but with 2 players it 
was fairly boring. I think that maybe adding a few more rounds (similar 
to poker) may benefit the game play/experience, as well as playing with 
more people. I am also eager to see how the game would perform if 
each player was given a certain amount of cards, and had to strategically 
choose which ones to use.

Maybe the wave cards could be turned over by the dealer, and the players 
have to use a combination of their cards with that wave?

Another idea is similar to blackjack, where the player is drafted with cards 
and then has the chance to gain more or stay put. Maybe the play can 
only have one chance of this per round, otherwise players could continue 
to gain more cards until they have the highest points?

As well as this, I have incorporated a similar idea to poker in that 
bodyboardings most “memorable moments” e.g. Hardy’s spin in the pit, 
rank at #1 hand.

I have put numbers on the cards so that the game works in a point 
system.”

Playtesting #1

https://sophiejayneleathers.wordpress.com/2020/05/14/card-game-idea-journal/
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Watch playtest here: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=cLBydJgvcZk&feature=youtu.be 

I trialed a few different versions of the game, which I recorde.
I found that the funnest version is where you each get drafted 15 cards – 
5 of each type of card.

The dealer then turns over one card, starting with the character pile. The 
players must use this character, and then choose from their manoevre 
and location cards, to make the best hand. However, this is where I found 
that I can incorporate strategies into the game and not just luck.
If you played the game like this and tallied up your points, there is no 
strategy and it is just the luck of the cards you are drafted with.

Instead, I decided to implement an idea that each round is a “heat” and the 
winner is the best of the 3. So, the dealer first turns a character card which 
players must use, next they turn over a wave card which must be used 
and finally a manouvre card. The person who has the best out of the three 
wins the heat, which takes you to the next round (which would depend on 
how many players you have).

*Maybe theres a game board where the cards are places, and you all have 
your own player and when you win the heat, you can move your player up 
a leaderboard?

This game play includes the element of strategy – for example, if the 
“community card” (the card turned by the dealer), is a lower point card, 
you may wish to get rid of your cards with lower points, with the possibility 
of a “monumental moment” in future rounds. Or, you may wish to use your 
higher cards, to try and win that heat.

This gave me the idea that if you have a hand which creates a 
monumental moment, you may win, or maybe you go straight to the final.

This game play also enables for elimination of players, so that players 
battle it out through the heats, to the quarter finals, semi finals and grand 
finals – (the amount of heats would depend on the amount of players)

To add another element, there could be cards with QR codes mixed in 
with each of the 3 decks. They would be differentiated by colour – e.g. 
wave QR cards have a blue outline. If a player is drafted with a QR card, 
they may use it at any point, but they do not know what it leads to until all 
players have chosen their cards and the cards are revealed. The QR cards 
are then scanned, and it may lead to a hectic wipeout or a monumental 
moment. I will try this in the next round of playtesting.

Playtesting #2 Playtesting #3 Watch playtest here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=szwDeBeY-
cE4&feature=youtu.be

With 2 players, I’ve found that it’s best to have 6 cards from each deck. 
This means that the 2 players have 9 ‘waves’, divided into 3 heats.

I really need to finish adding the points to the cards.

The QR codes were fun too! I think I would only have a few in each deck, 
so that they become more of a wild card. The QR codes also definitely 
need to be colour coded to specific decks, so that the players don’t end up 
with uneven amount of cards at the end.

I also think that the board is not necessary and could instead be an exten-
siton in the future. I like the idea of a card game for my audience as it is 
compact and could be taken on surf trips with ease.

Playtesting #4 Watch the playtest here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YFPPfMjrhrc&-
feature=youtu.be
This round went well!  I really like the excitement of the QR codes, but 
the YouTube ads are frustrating. I also think it was cool to have the video 
playing in the background, so I would probably only have 1 or 2 QR codes 
per pile, so that they become very rare.  
 
The other thing is keeping track of the heats and winner. I still think that 
a game board might be better as an extension, as I like the compact and 
portability of the cards alone. Maybe the winner can hold on to the “heat 
condition” cards. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cLBydJgvcZk&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cLBydJgvcZk&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=szwDeBeYcE4&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=szwDeBeYcE4&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YFPPfMjrhrc&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YFPPfMjrhrc&feature=youtu.be
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Iteration
Each round of playtesting helped to convey the actual game experience. The game mechanics 
altered the experience and narrative of the game, with each change. For example, the first time I 
played the game, I noticed it went too fast and became boring quite quickly. 

The iteration stage was a constant reminder to consider the experience design of the game. It 
helped me to understand how I can change the player’s experience, by changing the mechanics. 
It also demonstrated the importance of the 3 act structure, as the different acts run parallel with 
the game narrative. 

“Games as a form of media and communication are effective 
ways of transmitting ideas, stories, philosophies and ideologies”. 

- Chris Moore Week 7 lecture

Throughout the development of ‘Stoked’, I have referred to the philosophy engine and the 
message it communicates. The story of the play is that of a bodyboard competition, as it follows 
the competition format of winning heats by having the highest amount of points. Many of my 
decisions were based around this, as I experimented with different mechanics, until the game 
followed Holcomb’s theory:

“Your mechanics should feel like your story and your story 
should help teach your mechanics” 

- Holcomb, Jeremy 2017 (from week 7 lecture)

Playtesting:
I would like to conduct a few more rounds of 
playtesting in groups of more than 2, as well as 
different ages and audiences. Due to Covid-19, 
I was limited to the audiences which I could 
collect feedback.

Materiality
When considering the materiality, I considered 
the week 11 lecture and the amount of cards 
that would be in the pack. The game needs 18 
cards per player, plus 9 cards for each “heat 
condition”, meaning there would be at least 
45 cards for 2 players. However, I think that 
‘Stoked’ would be best aimed for at least 4 
players, meaning the deck would consist of at 
least 66 cards. Further, I think that the cards 
would look great as a bodyboard shape, further 
contributing to the theme and beginning act of 
the player expereince. 

Further, the number of cards and considering 
the packaging and shipping, the cards would 
be packaged similary to UNO, to save space for 
distribution and production. ‘Stoked’ would be 
created with waterproof cards, to ensure their 
longevity considering they may be played after 
a surf, where players are still wet. Or, ‘Stoked’ 
may be played on camping trips where they 
need to be resistant. This idea is also seen here 
with this version of “UNO” cards allowing you 
to “play anywhere”.

Pricing:
UNO Splash is sold for approximately $30 AUD, 
with 108 cards included. ‘Stoked’ would be 
priced similarly as the materials would also 
be waterproof, with 132 cards (for a 4 player 
game). Further, Stoked cards would be the 
same size as a normal deck of cards which are 
2.5 inches wide, by 3.5 inches tall. 

Distribution:
The card game could be sold in bodyboard 
stores, as it is the direct aim of the niche 
market. Another location may be cafes which 
are near the waves featured within the game.

Crowdfunding:
Raising funds for ‘Stoked’ could be done 
through Facebook, on Vintage Bodyboard 
Collecters, which is where I have collected a 
majority of my feedback. Further, I currently 
create bodyboard podcast and therefore have 
an active Patreon account, where I could 
further raise funding.

Game extensions:
I think that ‘Stoked’ has the ability to include 
extension packs in the future. This may include 
new monumental moments, new cards packs 
which could feature new generations, new 
waves, new world champions and members of 
each bodyboard club packs.

The ‘Stoked’ playing board which holds the 
cards may also act as just an extension. When 
considering the setting that ‘Stoked’ is played 
in, e.g. camping trips, it is more convenient to 
carry just a pack of cards alone.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1092&v=sacKs-Kh9iw&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1092&v=sacKs-Kh9iw&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1669&v=9L5Xx9XGW24&feature=emb_logo
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B00TXI1NEW/ref=sm_n_se_dkp_AU_pr_sea_0_2?adId=B00TXI1NEW&creativeASIN=B00TXI1NEW&linkId=3fbf61c3132a8846b74cb728cdb54443&tag=search-boardgamegeek-20&linkCode=w42&ref-refURL=https%3A%2F%2Fboardgamegeek.com%2Fgeeksearch.php&slotNum=0&imprToken=PMYbn1O29N7iVq9ydMEZng&adType=smart&adMode=search&adFormat=grid&impressionTimestamp=1592176541192
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B00TXI1NEW/ref=sm_n_se_dkp_AU_pr_sea_0_2?adId=B00TXI1NEW&creativeASIN=B00TXI1NEW&linkId=3fbf61c3132a8846b74cb728cdb54443&tag=search-boardgamegeek-20&linkCode=w42&ref-refURL=https%3A%2F%2Fboardgamegeek.com%2Fgeeksearch.php&slotNum=0&imprToken=PMYbn1O29N7iVq9ydMEZng&adType=smart&adMode=search&adFormat=grid&impressionTimestamp=1592176541192
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Re: Bodyboard card game

From: David Heavyside (dave@riptidemag.com.au)

To: sophieleathers@yahoo.com.au

Date: Wednesday, 17 June 2020, 08:17 pm AEST

See answers below!

Sent from my iPhone

On 15 Jun 2020, at 9:05 am, Sophie Leathers <sophieleathers@yahoo.com.au> wrote:

Hey Dave,

In relation to the bodyboard themed card game project for uni, I have to consider the production,
publication, distribution and possible crowdfuning/kickstarter of the game.

I was just wondering if you had an idea of where you'd get this kind of thing produced and published? 

Hey Sophie! There is a couple options here.

1. Self Produce and distribute. Hire a designer (99 designs or upwork can be good resources) and source a printer.
Even someone like snap printing should be able to do this. Also, Locally if possible as it helps with shipping costs.
Most printers will be able to accommodate what you require as it’s pretty straightforward. Be clear with your briefs
and communication and it should all be pretty smooth. 

2. Engage an Agency or Freelancer to take care of an end-to-end solution. This will cost you a fair bit more, but will
mean less management on your behalf. For example if you hired myself or another creative director/design agency
to oversee everything from design to printing etc. 

For distribution I was thinking online, bodyboard shops and possibly cafes which are near the featured
waves within the game?

Yeah, I would definitely do your own distribution on this. Just setup an online store (shopify is good but can be
expensive) or even just take direct orders over Instagram and facey. Ring up every bodyboard store and surf store
and ask them if you can stock in there. Make sure you have a cost price and recommend retail price (RRP) in mind
as that will be the first question they ask. They will be looking for a markup of between 80-100%. Ie you sell them X
amount of packets at $5 and they can sell them for $10. 

Just make sure your minimum orders are solid and cover the costs of shipping etc. shipping is always a killer. 

As for crowdfunding, maybe something through VBC on facebook? 

Crowdfunding can work and I think VBC is a great place to get the word out. It does take ALOT of work to crowdfund
though so work your number out first and have a very clear idea of your goals and objectives. 

Let me know if you need any more specific answers:)

All the best!! 
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